Modulation of the cytotoxicity of mitomycin C to EMT6 mouse mammary tumor cells by dicoumarol in vitro.
Aerobic and hypoxic cultures of EMT6 mouse mammary tumor cells were used to study the effects of dicoumarol (DIC) on the cytotoxicity of mitomycin C (MC). DIC protected aerobic cells from MC toxicity, but sensitized hypoxic cells to the cytotoxic actions of this antibiotic. Survival curves for cells treated with 1.5 microM MC +/- 100 microM DIC for different periods of time under aerobic or hypoxic conditions showed that DIC acted as a dose-modifying agent, that is, an agent which changed the slopes, but not the shapes, of the MC survival curves. Experiments that examined the effects of the DIC concentration on the modulation of MC cytotoxicity revealed significant perturbations in MC toxicity with a DIC concentration of 100 microM and increased sensitization/protection with increasing levels of DIC. DIC altered the toxicity of MC only when it was present during exposure of the cells to MC. Treatment with DIC before or after (but not during) MC did not alter the amount of cytotoxicity. Addition of DIC to cell cultures seconds before the addition of MC was as effective as addition of DIC 30 min to 2 h before MC. Taken together, these findings suggest that DIC reversibly inhibits one or more enzymes involved in the activation and inactivation of MC, and that this modulation of the enzymatic processing of MC alters the cytotoxicity of the drug.